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In our previous work we have introduced the logic STL*, an extension of Signal Temporal Logic
(STL) that allows value freezing. In this paper, we define robustness measures for STL* by adapting
the robustness measures previously introduced for Metric Temporal Logic (MTL). Furthermore, we
present an algorithm for STL* robustness computation, which is implemented in the tool Parasim.
Application of STL* robustness analysis is demonstrated on case studies.
1 Introduction
A particular place among formalisms adopted by systems biology is occupied by temporal logics, which
serve as a language for description of biological systems behaviour. Resulting temporal formulae can
be used during computer-aided system analysis, such as model checking [5], which automatically ver-
ifies whether a model satisfies given temporal formula. Methods based on temporal logics have been
successfully employed to study biological phenomena [28, 25, 16] (see [3] for review).
Since most of current models developed in computational systems biology have the form of ordinary
differential equations, model checking cannot be directly employed and is typically replaced with a non-
exhaustive procedure of monitoring [24]. In this setting, a (finite) set of signals representing individual
time-courses of the model is monitored wrt a given temporal specification. In particular, the respec-
tive temporal logics are interpreted over individual signals that are most typically simplified to discrete
timed state sequences (time series) approximating the continuous trajectories by means of numerical
simulation. Temporal logics fitting this interpretation are Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [21] and Signal
Temporal Logic (STL) [24], which allow quantifying modalities with the time frame represented by a
closed time interval. MTL possesses both discrete and continuous semantics, as it can be interpreted over
both infinite timed state sequences and continuous signals. STL is practically focused and is defined for
piece-wise linear approximations of continuous signals.
Temporal logics are satisfactorily used in systems biology to express statements about a single in-
stance of system behaviour such as in five minutes, concentration of glucose will be greater than 0.8.
However, many biological hypotheses contain relative temporal references, e.g., after protein P reaches
the maximum concentration, a steady concentration of P is reached which is less than half of the max-
imum. Such a scenario can be found, e.g., in feed-forward genetic regulatory circuits generating pulses
in expression signals [18]. In common temporal logics, such a general query cannot be expressed. This
is because the values in different time points cannot be compared, i.e., the property in five minutes, con-
centration of glucose will rise by 0.2, which relates glucose concentration at current time and in the
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future, cannot be specified. Of specific interest is oscillatory behaviour, e.g., a sequence of gradually in-
creasing peaks followed by a limit cycle with a stable amplitude [15]. In order to express the increasing
amplitude, it is necessary to detect local extremes in signals and compare respective signal values. This
cannot be achieved using common temporal logics. Signals with a series of increasing local maxima have
been observed, e.g., in response of FGF signalling pathways transferring stimuli from mutated FGFR3
receptors to target effectors affecting bone cells growth [22]. Since the mentioned behaviour correlates
with the phenotype of dysplasia, it is necessary to develop models that mechanistically capture the re-
spective signalling pathways and to analyse circumstances under which the undesired behaviour occurs.
This makes a necessary step before designing a targeted medical treatment. To this end, temporal logics
and verification procedures which allow to capture and analyse such complex phenotypes have to be
developed.
In [7], we have introduced a new temporal logic STL* which alleviates limitations mentioned above.
Expressiveness of STL* is enhanced by signal-value freeze operator which stores values at certain time,
which may be referred to in the future. This allows STL* to specify and distinguish various dynamic
aspects which occur in biological systems, in addition to the phenomena mentioned above, these can be,
e.g., damped oscillations [17] or local extremes in species concentration. It is worth noting that some
more complex queries can be expressed in traditional temporal logic by including signal derivatives into
atomic propositions. However, this does not directly apply to queries mentioned above. One can express
the presence and shape of a local extreme by using the first and second derivative, but still the values in
particular time points have to be compared in order to express the complex queries.
An important concept associated with biological systems and temporal logics is robustness, the abil-
ity of a system to maintain its function against perturbations [20]. Since system function can be expressed
in the terms of temporal logic, we speak of robustness with respect to a temporal logic formula, which
can be quantified and computed [14, 26]. Robustness significantly enhances model analysis and gives an
optimization goal for model parameter estimation/synthesis [11, 9, 27].
This paper introduces the notion of robustness in the value-freezing logic STL* setting. In particular,
we extend the continuous and discrete measure defined for MTL by Fainekos et al. [14] to the semantic
domain of STL*. Robustness of the input signal with respect to STL* formula delineates the robust
neighbourhood of the signal (the maximal “tube” around the signal where the formula is satisfied). The
robustness measure we propose (Section 3) is defined inductively wrt the formula structure and is based
on a distance metrics employed on the signal domain extended with (multiple) dimensions representing
the frozen time points. The theoretical framework is computationally supported with an algorithm based
on solving the optimization problem (Section 4) provided that the logic is restricted to linear predicates.
Special consideration is given to optimization of the formula to overcome unnecessary computational
overhead.
Implementation of our algorithm is included as a part of Parasim [12], a tool aimed as a modular
environment for monitoring and robustness analysis of kinetic models. To demonstrate the usage and
evaluate the performance, we present case studies of two simple kinetic models (Section 5).
1.1 Related Work
Robustness measures have been defined for three temporal logics targeting deterministic continuous
systems: STL [11], MTL [14] and QFLTL [26]. We adopt the concept of behaviour-based robustness
introduced on a fragment of MTL by Fainekos et al. [14], who define robustness measure for MTL
formulae with discrete [13] and continuous [14] semantics. In [14], Fainekos et. al prove a theorem
connecting discrete and continuous robustness, which is valuable for robustness computation. A recent
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tool [2] implements the method. Donze´ et al. [24] use STL to define a distinct robustness measure, albeit
constructed from [14], and propose its application for space exploration [11, 9], which was implemented
in the Breach Toolbox [8]. The work is further improved from the computational point of view in [10].
Our implementation (Parasim) is based on a simplified version of the robustness analysis algorithm for
STL where the sensitivity-based computation of local robustness is replaced with direct computation of
trajectories distance. The extension for STL* as presented in Section 4 is implemented in this setting.
Fages et al. [26] introduced property-based approach to robustness that fixes input behaviour and
examines the formula. Basically, it measures the extent to which the formula can be modified while pre-
serving its satisfaction. The tool BioCham implements this idea [4]. Extended LTL logic with constraints
over real numbers (quantifier-free LTL) is employed being defined for finite discrete time-series.
It is worth noting that the problem of formula satisfiability is undecidable for MTL [21]. To achieve
decidability, Alur and Henzinger specified further conditions on intervals associated with temporal op-
erators [1]. The result, metric interval temporal logic, requires all intervals to be non-singular and is
interpreted over timed state-sequences where time points are replaced with consecutive time intervals.
STL was introduced by Maler and Nickovic in [24] as a basis for their monitoring procedure. Techni-
cally, it comprises a variant of MITL interpreted over real signals. Because of its practical purpose, in [7]
we selected STL as a good candidate for extension with value-freezing.
2 Background
STL* is evaluated over finite time continuous signals (finite signals for short).
Definition 2.1 Let n ∈ N and T = [0,r] where r ∈ R+. Then s : T → Rn is a bounded continuous-time
signal and T its time domain. We denote l(s) = r the length of signal s.
Signal value freezing is facilitated by the following structure which is used to store time values at
various time points which then can be referred to in predicates.
Definition 2.2 Let I be a finite index set. Frozen time vector is a function:
t∗ :I → R+0
The symbol t∗i = t
∗(i) is referred to as i-th frozen time. For convenience reasons and without loss of
generality, we will henceforth assume that an index set I = {1, . . . ,m} is given, where m ∈ N.
Predicates comprise Boolean expressions over values of a signal s at time t and each frozen time t∗i ,
where x j denotes the j-the component of the signal at time t, i.e. s(t) = (x1, . . . ,x j, . . . ,xn), and x
∗i
j the
j-th component at time t∗i . When |I |= 1, we usually omit the index of asterisk, e.g. x∗i = x∗1i .
We consider only predicates given by linear inequalities, so that analytic expressions of predicate
robustness is possible.
Definition 2.3 Let n ∈ N, b ∈ R and ai j ∈ R where i ∈ {0}∪I , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and not all ai j are zero.
A predicate is defined as a subset of Rn× (Rn)I such that:
n
∑
j=1
a0 jx j +
|I |
∑
i=1
n
∑
j=1
ai jx
∗i
j +b≥ 0
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Predicates are specified by the set of associated coefficients ai j,b (where coefficients a0 j are con-
nected with the current time t). Therefore, for convenience reasons, we will use these coefficients to
represent predicates. Predicates with all coefficients ai j zero were omitted since they are of the form
b≥ 0 and, therefore, trivially true or false.
Predicates with equality (i.e. having = in place of ≥), although theoretically possible, lack practical
value, as they are not robust (small perturbation may invalidate the property). This has been already
argued in [7], albeit without defining the concept of robustness. Since robustness of predicates with strict
and non-strict inequalities does not differ, we consider only non-strict inequalities.
Freeze operator is used to store the time point into frozen time vector, thus facilitating signal value
freezing. The following definition introduces an auxiliary concept of storing the current time t as the ith
component of the frozen time vector.
Definition 2.4 Let t∗ be frozen time vector, i, j ∈ I and t ∈ R+0 . Freezing ith component of t∗ in t is
denoted as t∗[i← t] and defined:
t∗[i← t]( j) =
{
t i = j
t∗j i 6= j
Definition 2.5 Syntax of STL* is defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= µ | > | ¬ϕ | ϕ1∨ϕ2 | ϕ1UI ϕ2 | ∗iϕ
where i ∈ I , > denotes the true constant, µ is a predicate as of Definition 2.3 and I ⊆ R+0 a closed
non-singular interval.
Note that all Boolean connectives and temporal operators F and G can be defined using the basic opera-
tors defined above. Similarly to predicates, when |I |= 1, we usually omit the index of freeze operator,
as in ∗GI(x > x∗) = ∗1 GI(x > x∗1). Henceforth, let i,µ,ϕ,ϕ1,ϕ2 be the same as in Definition 2.5.
Definition 2.6 Let s ∈ (Rn)T be a signal, t ∈ T a time point and t∗ ∈ TI a frozen time vector. Formula
satisfaction is defined inductively:
(s, t, t∗) |=>
(s, t, t∗) |= µ ⇐⇒ (s(t),s◦ t∗) ∈ µ
(s, t, t∗) |= ¬ϕ ⇐⇒ (s, t, t∗) 6|= ϕ
(s, t, t∗) |= ϕ1∨ϕ2 ⇐⇒ (s, t, t∗) |= ϕ1∨ (s, t, t∗) |= ϕ2
(s, t, t∗) |= ϕ1UI ϕ2 ⇐⇒ ∃ t ′ ∈ t⊕ I : (s, t ′, t∗) |= ϕ2∧
∀ t ′′ ∈ [t, t ′] : (s, t ′′, t∗) |= ϕ1
(s, t, t∗) |= ∗iϕ ⇐⇒ (s, t, t∗[i← t]) |= ϕ
Operator ◦ is used to denote function composition, i.e. (s◦ t∗) ∈ (Rn)I and (s◦ t∗)(i) = s(t∗i ) and t⊕ I
stands for {t+u | u ∈ I}.
Definition 2.7 Let s ∈ (Rn)T be signal and ϕ formula. Formula satisfaction by signal is given:
s |= ϕ ⇐⇒ (s,0,0) |= ϕ
where 0 denotes the zero frozen time vector, i.e. {(i,0)|i ∈I }.
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Intuitively, interpretation of ∗iϕ is the following: freeze operator stores signal values at the time of
∗iϕ evaluation, which can then be referred to using index i in predicates of ϕ . An example property, “in
the next five time units, x increases by 8” can be specified as:
∗F[0,5](x≥ x∗+8)
where x∗ refers to value of x at time 0.
When intervals associated with until operators are bounded, satisfaction of a given formula can be
decided on any finite signal of sufficient length. This length can be determined from the formula structure
in a way similar to [24] and corresponds to the furthest time point (among all possible signals) which has
to be examined in order to determine formula satisfaction. This clearly also holds for frozen time values.
Definition 2.8 Let ϕ be a formula. The necessary input length for ϕ , l(ϕ) is defined inductively:
l(>) = l(µ) = 0
l(¬ϕ) = l(∗iϕ) = l(ϕ)
l(ϕ1∨ϕ2) = max(l(ϕ1), l(ϕ2))
l(ϕ1UI ϕ2) = max(l(ϕ1), l(ϕ2))+ sup I
When l(s)< l(ϕ) we state that s 6|= ϕ .
Frozen time indices and freeze operators share some similarities with variables and quantifiers of
predicate logic. We may distinguish free and bound indices, where index i is free if it is used in a predicate
(i.e. coefficient ai j is not zero for some j) and is not in the scope of operator ∗i.
Naturally, whenever i is free in ϕ , then s |= ϕ iff s |= ∗iϕ, since t∗i is zero in both cases.
Additionally, we may substitute for free indices of a formula in a manner similar to variable substi-
tution. However, it only makes sense to substitute one index for another, which we will denote index
renaming and express as ϕ[pi] where pi is a total function on I (but not necessarily a permutation –
two indices can be renamed to one) or ϕ[k/l], where k is renamed to l. To preserve formula semantics,
renaming is only safe when no free index becomes bound after renaming in any subformula.
3 Robustness Measures for STL*
Following from STL* semantics, robustness of signal s with respect to formula ϕ is given for each time
point t and frozen time vector t∗ and denoted by ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗). We also define ρ(ϕ,s) = ρ(ϕ,s,0,0).
Robustness of signal s with respect to formula ϕ is a value, which under-approximates the distance of s
from the set of signals where ϕ has different truth value [14]. To express this formally, we first need to
define certain basic concepts (where S is a set of signals):
• Distance of signals is given by their maximum pointwise distance: d(s,s′) =maxt∈R+0 d(s(t),s′(t))
• Set distance is given by minimum distance to the set: dist(s,S) = min{d(s,s′) | s′ ∈ S}
• Set depth is given by set distance to the complement: depth(s,S) = dist(s,S)
• Signed distance is given: Dist(s,S) =
{
−dist(s,S) s /∈ S
depth(s,S) s ∈ S
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Figure 1: Signal s (blue, thick) and borders of its robust neighbourhood (blue, dashed) with an example
of a signal (red) contained in the robust neighbourhood (adapted from [14]).
The value ρ(ϕ,s) underapproximates the signed distance of s from the set of all signals satisfying ϕ ,
L (ϕ), i.e. |ρ(ϕ,s)| ≤ |Dist(s,L (ϕ))| holds while their signs are identical. The absolute value of
ρ(ϕ,s) thus delineates an equidistant tube where all signals satisfy ϕ if and only if s does – the robust
neighbourhood of s (see Figure 1).
It would be desirable to define the robustness equal to the signed distance; however, by [14], the
robustness computation would not be feasible then. In order to be sound, the robustness definition has to
satisfy the following property (for any ϕ , s, t and t∗):
−dist(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ))≤ ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗)≤ depth(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ)) , (1)
where Lt,t∗(ϕ) = {s | (s, t, t∗) |= ϕ}. Since depth(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ)) = 0 when (s, t, t∗) 6|= ϕ (and analogously
for dist), this actually requires that:
1. s |= ϕ =⇒ 0≤ ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗)≤ depth(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ)),
2. s 6|= ϕ =⇒ −dist(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ))≤ ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗)≤ 0.
Robustness is defined inductively for each logical connective from its semantics in such manner that
Boolean functions ∧ and ∨ are replaced by real functions min and max (respectively). Quantifiers in the
semantics of operator U can then be expressed by infinite disjunction or conjunction. Robustness wrt
predicate µ is defined as Dist(s,Lt,t∗(µ)), i.e. the ideal value without underapproximation. If ρ(µ,s)
was lower, it would diminish resulting robustness value, for robustness wrt formula cannot be greater
than robustness wrt any of its predicates. Soundness of this definition (property (1)) is, naturally, proved
inductively wrt formula structure.
This has already been established by Fainekos et al. in [14], albeit for MTL which does not allow
signal value freezing. Nevertheless, their definition can be directly extended for STL*. Intuitively, this is
due to frozen time values being only stored by freeze operators and retrieved in predicates, which does
not affect other logical connectives. The full proof can be found in [29] (page 83).
Consequently, we have to define robustness for the freeze operator. It follows from its semantics:
Lt,t∗(∗iϕ) = {s | (s, t, t∗) |= ∗iϕ}= {s | (s, t, t∗[i← t]) |= ϕ}=Lt,t∗[i←t](ϕ)
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Thus, robustness of freeze operator can be defined in the following manner:
ρ(∗iϕ,s, t, t∗) = ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗[i← t])
Assume −dist(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ))≤ ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗)≤ depth(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ)) for any t, t∗. Therefore, it also holds for
t and t∗[i← t] and thus:
−dist(s,Lt,t∗[i←t](ϕ))≤ ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗[i← t])≤ depth(s,Lt,t∗[i←t](ϕ))
From which follows the validity of (1) for ρ(∗iϕ,s, t, t∗). STL* robustness for logical connectives is
presented in Figure 2.
ρ(>,s, t, t∗) = +∞
ρ(¬ϕ,s, t, t∗) = −ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗)
ρ(ϕ1∨ϕ2,s, t, t∗) = max(ρ(ϕ1,s, t, t∗),ρ(ϕ2,s, t, t∗))
ρ(ϕ1 UI ϕ2,s, t, t∗) = max
t ′∈t⊕I
min
(
ρ(ϕ2,s, t ′, t∗), min
t ′′∈[t,t ′]
ρ(ϕ1,s, t ′′, t∗)
)
ρ(∗iϕ,s, t, t∗) = ρ(ϕ,s, t, t∗[i← t])
Figure 2: Robustness of STL* logical connectives.
3.1 Robustness of Predicates
Finding Dist(s,Lt,t∗(µ)) generally constitutes a convex analysis problem [14]. Thus, it could be solved
using convex programming for each t and t∗, which would, however, greatly increase computation time,
and therefore, analytic solution is preferable. To this end, we have restricted STL* predicates to be linear.
For predicate µ with coefficients ai j,b, the problem of finding Dist(s,Lt,t∗(µ)) can be reduced to
optimization of f (d) = maxi∑ j d2i j (where i ∈I and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) under the constraint ∑i∑ j ai jdi j +
ε = 0 for some positive ε . This is a non-trivial problem, since f is not differentiable at point d where
f (d) = ∑ j d2k j = ∑ j d
2
l j for some k 6= l. To solve it, generalized method of Lagrange multipliers from [6]
was used, resulting in the following definition of the robustness ρ (detailed derivation can be found in
[29] (page 47)).
Definition 3.1 Let µ be a predicate with coefficients ai j,b. Then
ρ(µ,s, t, t∗) =
∑ j a0 js j(t)+∑i∑ j ai js j (t∗i )+b
∑i
√
∑ j a2i j
for arbitrary s, t, t∗, i ranging over I , j ranging over {1, . . . ,n}.
The numerator corresponds to the left-hand side value of the predicate.
It holds that ρ(µ,s, t, t∗)=Dist(s,Lt,t∗(µ)), unless some time points given by t and t∗ are equal. This
originates from the optimization problem, where t∗k = t
∗
l (or t = t
∗
k ) would constitute another constraint,
which might change the solution.
Suppose that t∗k = t
∗
l (reasoning for t = t
∗
k is similar). We can merge (sum) coefficients ak j and
al j for any given j, which effectively reduces the number of considered frozen times. Robustness of
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predicates with merged coefficients is greater, since the denominator of definition 3.1 becomes smaller
as
√
∑ j
(
ak j +al j
)2 ≤√∑ j a2k j +√∑ j a2l j due to triangle inequality. Therefore, even if we disregard
possible time point equality, property (1) still holds. However, the greater the value of ρ(µ,s, t, t∗) is, the
better approximation of Dist(s,Lt,t∗(ϕ)) is obtained. Therefore, we will investigate two distinct cases
when time points can be equal:
1. It happens consistently for given formula ϕ and predicate µ , i.e. ϕ is built in such way that the
same time value is stored by freeze operator associated with both indices, such as:
ψ = GI1(∗i¬∗ j FI2(x∗i + x∗ j ≥ x))
2. It is a result of ϕ ≡ ∗i (ϕ1 UI ϕ2) (or similar formula) evaluation:
(s, t, t∗) |= ϕ ⇐⇒ (s, t, t∗[i← t]) |= ϕ1 U[a,b]ϕ2 ⇐⇒
∃t ′ ∈ [a+ t,b+ t] : (s, t ′, t∗[i← t]) |= ϕ2∧∀t ′′ ∈ [t, t ′] : (s, t ′′, t∗[i← t]) |= ϕ1
When a = 0, it may occur that t ′ = t. Additionally, t ′′ ∈ [t, t ′], therefore, satisfaction of ϕ1 by
(s, t, t∗[i← t]) has to be evaluated. The equality of t and i-th frozen time may be propagated to
predicates. We have decided to omit this case in order to simplify robustness computation.
3.2 Improving Approximation
The formula ψ (see above) is obviously badly written, since it can be reformulated with only one frozen
time index: GI1(¬∗FI2(2x∗ ≥ x)). This eliminates time point equality and thus improves robustness
approximation. We have formulated three rules which can be used to automatically rewrite formula so
that it does not induce consistent time point equality (while preserving its meaning):
1. Freeze operator is distributive over Boolean connectives. Consequently, freeze operators can be
moved down along the formula syntax tree until they reach a temporal operator, predicate or an-
other freeze operator.
2. Freeze operator preceding predicate can be merged with the predicate (associated coefficients be-
ing merged with coefficients for unfrozen time).
3. Two consecutive freeze operators and their associated indices can be merged. However, in order to
preserve the formula meaning, a completely new index has to be chosen as the result of merging.
Subsequently, all STL* formulae can be written in such manner that each freeze operator is followed
by until operator, which also ensures that all frozen time indices generally refer to distinct time points.
Indeed, all meaningful formulae (i.e. not serving to illustrate semantic peculiarities) in [7] are specified
in this manner.
This reinforces the connection between temporal operators and freeze operators expressiveness. Sub-
sequently, it may be practical to define an alternate STL* syntax, where signal value freezing is directly
tied to the until operator, such as ϕ1 U∗iI ϕ2 ≡ ∗i (ϕ1 UI ϕ2). However, we do not deem it necessary, seeing
that it entails no expressiveness gain. Moreover, the current syntax of STL* may permit shorter and more
transparent formulae.
It should be noted that although application of previous rules may increase number of indices used
in a formula (due to the rule (3) which introduces one new index), it does not increase the number of free
indices in each subformula. On the contrary, the number of free indices may decrease.
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4 Computation
To compute (or monitor) robustness of continuous signal, we use the approach of Fainekos et al. [14],
which is based on discrete robustness semantics. The following procedure is used:
1. Sample input signal s : T → Rm into a timed state sequence (τ,σ) : N→ T ×Rm.
2. Compute robustness over points of the resulting timed state sequence (i.e. the discrete robustness).
This only approximates continuous robustness of s. When MTL robustness is concerned, Fainekos et al.
give bound for error introduced by this approximation under certain conditions, which can be summa-
rized as signal sampling being sufficiently dense with respect to given formula. We assume this strong
theorem translates to STL* (as STL* robustness extends MTL robustness) and deem the previous proce-
dure good approximation for an input signal with large enough sampling rate.
Before the robustness monitoring algorithm is described, we should note that it can also be used
to decide formula satisfaction, since positive robustness implies formula satisfaction (and negative its
invalidity). However, when ρ(ϕ,s) = 0 no information about formula satisfaction can be derived. Ad-
ditionally, robustness measure only underapproximates the robust neighbourhood, and so the robustness
value may be zero even if clearly s satisfies ϕ . Consequently, classical monitoring may produce more
precise results.
Algorithm 1 computes robustness for a STL* formula and sufficiently long timed state sequence
(which may constitute a sampled signal). It copies inductive definition of robustness with recursive calls
of procedure MONITOR (line 4), which computes robustness only in the points of given state sequence.
Therefore, instead of frozen time vector t∗ :
(
R+0
)I , frozen state vector ι∗ :NI is used. The computation
starts at zero index and zero frozen state vector (line 3), which ensures only robustness values needed for
resulting robustness evaluation are computed.
Robustness values with respect to subformulae of input formula are not stored. Instead, they are
computed every time procedure MONITOR is called on a given subformula. The reasoning behind this
practise is the following: For the majority of formulae, the value of robustness for given ι and ι∗ is
obtained by a simple – constant-time – operation on just a single value of robustness (or two in the case
of ∨). Additionally, the robustness with respect to predicates can be computed in constant time.
The only operator where robustness depends on robustness values over an interval is the until op-
erator (and by extension all derived temporal operators). Consequently, robustness values associated
with until operators are stored. Furthermore, when MONITOR(ϕ1 UI ϕ2, ι , ι∗) is called for the first time,
robustness values with respect to ϕ1 UI ϕ2 for ι∗ and all ι ′ are precomputed (see lines 10–17) by the pro-
cedure PRECOMPUTEUNTIL, which constitutes an algorithmic version of robustness definition for until
operator. These precomputed values are expected to be referred to later, since robustness computation is
restricted to time interval [0, l(ϕ)] which comprises all input values necessary to evaluate ρ(ϕ,(τ,σ)).
4.1 Complexity
Apparently, the most time-consuming task of Algorithm 1 is the PRECOMPUTEUNTIL procedure, which
is quadratic to the number of states in the input timed state sequence. In the worst case it is called for
each ι∗. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is in O
(|ϕ| ·n2|I |) where n is the size of input timed
state sequence. For sampled signals, it may be expressed using necessary length, resulting in alternate
complexity formulation: O
(|ϕ| · l(ϕ)2|I | · f 2|I |) where f is the sampling rate of input signal, which
correlates with the precision of robustness computation. Space complexity can be bounded by the same
function.
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Algorithm 1 Robustness Monitoring for STL*
Input: STL* formula ϕ and timed state sequence (τ,σ) of length greater than l(ϕ) (see Definition 2.8).
Output: The value of ρ(ϕ,(τ,σ)).
1: For any i free in ϕ , ϕ ←∗iϕ .
2: P← /0 . Precomupted robustness values.
3: return MONITOR(ϕ,0,0)
4: procedure MONITOR(ϕ, ι , ι∗)
5: if ϕ ≡> then return +∞
6: else if ϕ ≡ µ then return ρ(µ,(τ,σ), ι , ι∗) . According to Definition 3.1.
7: else if ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ1 then return −MONITOR(ϕ1, ι , ι∗)
8: else if ϕ ≡ ϕ1∨ϕ2 then return max(MONITOR(ϕ1, ι , ι∗),MONITOR(ϕ2, ι , ι∗))
9: else if ϕ ≡ ∗iϕ1 then return MONITOR(ϕ1, ι , ι∗[i← ι ])
10: else if ϕ ≡ ϕ1 U[a,b]ϕ2 then
11: if (ϕ, ι∗) ∈ dom(P) then
12: return P(ϕ, ι∗)(ι)
13: else
14: ρ ← PRECOMPUTEUNTIL(ϕ1,ϕ2,a,b, ι∗)
15: P← P∪ ((ϕ, ι∗),ρ)
16: return ρι
17: end if
18: end if
19: end procedure
20: procedure PRECOMPUTEUNTIL(ϕ1,ϕ2,a,b, ι∗)
21: i← 0
22: l←max(l(ϕ1), l(ϕ2))
23: ρ ← /0 . Sequence of robutness values.
24: while τi+b+ l ≤ l(τ) do
25: j← 0
26: r1←MONITOR(ϕ1, i, ι∗)
27: while τi+ j < τi+a do . Before [τi+a,τi+b].
28: r1←min(r1,MONITOR(ϕ1, i+ j, ι∗))
29: j← j+1
30: end while
31: r← r1
32: while τi+ j ≤ τi+b do . Inside [τi+a,τi+b].
33: r1←min(r1,MONITOR(ϕ1, i+ j, ι∗))
34: r2←MONITOR(ϕ2, i+ j, ι∗)
35: r←max(r,min(r1,r2))
36: j← j+1
37: end while
38: ρ ← ρ ∪{(i,r)} . Set the value of ρi.
39: i← i+1
40: end while
41: end procedure
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The parameter most adversely affecting the algorithm complexity is the size of frozen time index
set |I |. Naturally, I can be restricted to indices used in input formula. In most practical cases, their
number will be small. This is supported by the following result:
Theorem 4.1 Any formula ϕ can be rewritten into a semantically equivalent formula which uses only
so many indices as is the maximum number of free indices in subformulae of ϕ .
Note that the number of free indices may increase as we descend into subformulae.
This statement derives from the fact that an index only serves to associate one freeze operator with
a set of coefficients in one or more predicates and it is free on all paths between this freeze operator and
all associated predicates. Therefore, indices which are never simultaneously free need not be different.
The result of this theorem can be realized by an automatic procedure which renames frozen time
indices in a formula while traversing its syntax tree (using DFS). This procedure stores pairs of indices
[k/l] corresponding to the renaming of source index k in the original formula ϕ to destination index l in
its optimized version ϕ ′. When the procedure encounters freeze operator ∗i, new pair [i/m] is introduced
where m is the smallest unused destination index and the operator is changed to ∗m. Whenever k becomes
free in ϕ , the pair [k/l] is removed and l can be reused. Upon reaching a predicate, all stored pairs are
applied as a renaming.
This procedure is described in greater detail in [29] (page 44) where additional justification of its
correctness can also be found.
Together with freeze operator merging described in Section 3.2 (which does not increase number of
free indices), this can considerably decrease the number of indices used in a formula and thus the time
complexity of robustness monitoring. Although intelligent formula specification may result in already
optimal formula, the existence of automatic optimization procedures reduces demands on writers of
formulae.
4.2 Implementation
The algorithm has been implemented as an extension of the tool Parasim [12]. Parasim is a highly
modular Java-based open-source tool with graphical user interface for computing robustness of a model
with respect to perturbations. Integrating the algorithm presented in this paper into an already existing
tool has an additional advantage of facilitating the use of STL* robustness in practise.
Given a model, STL* formula and perturbation set, Parasim samples the perturbation set into points
and for each point simulates the model and computes robustness of the resulting signal with respect to
STL* robustness measure. In the neighbourhood of signals with low robustness, additional points are
sampled. Formula optimizing algorithms are implemented to maximize efficiency.
5 Case Study
By employing the Parasim tool we have conducted several experiments on two simple population dy-
namics models. The experiments have also served us to briefly evaluate the algorithm performance (in
the setting of the Parasim tool).
5.1 SIR Model
First, we demonstrate the robustness analysis on the model simulating an outbreak of an infectious dis-
ease in a population [19]. The simulated population is divided into three categories: susceptible (S),
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infected (I) and recovered (R). A susceptible individual can become infected by contact with another
infected individual and an infected individual may recover. The ODE model is the following:
dS
dt
=−αSI dI
dt
= αSI−β I dR
dt
= β I
Where α is the contact rate which correlates to probability of disease transmission, while β , the recovery
rate, takes into account the standard length of recovery. A typical simulation of this model (see Figure 3a)
includes a rapid increase in infected individuals, which is then followed by their gradual recovery.
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Figure 3: (a) Typical development of SIR model, showing the number of susceptible (green), infected
(red) and recovered (blue) individuals. (b) Typical development of populations in predator-prey model,
showing number of prey (green) and predator (red).
In this case study, we compare robustness analysis based on a formula containing value-freezing
with respect to a freezing-free formula analysis exploiting a similar behavioural pattern. In particular,
we consider the following formulae:
STL : ϕ1 = F[1,5](I ≥ 50) STL* : ϕ2 = F[1,5]
(
I ≥ 50∧∗G[0.25,5](I∗ ≥ I)
)
Both formulae require the number of infected individuals to be greater than 50 at some time in the interval
[1,5], while ϕ2 also requires this number to be the local maximum (the number of infected individuals is
required to decrease after reaching this maximum).
The robustness with respect to both properties was analysed on perturbations of both contact rate and
recovery rate. Results are presented in Figure 4.
While the satisfaction sets of ϕ1 and ϕ2 (delineated by positive robustness) are essentially identical,
the actual robustness values show a significant difference. Generally, when they are positive, the value
of robustness with respect to ϕ1 at given point is considerably greater than the corresponding value of
robustness with respect to ϕ2. In Figure 4, this can be seen as lighter shade of green points in 4b. Also,
lower robustness causes the apparent increase in the number of points.
The reason for the rapid change in robustness comes from evaluation of the subformula ∗G[0.25,5](I∗≥
I) that describes the local extreme. When evaluated in time t, robustness is proportional to the difference
(I[t]− I[t + 0.25]) (by Definition 3.1). In practise, the difference is small provided that the descent of I
is not extremely steep. This causes such formulae to have typically low robustness values on common
signals.
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(a) Robustness wrt ϕ1.
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(b) Robustness wrt ϕ2.
Figure 4: Robustness of SIR model with respect to ϕ1 and ϕ2 for variable contact and recovery rates.
Robustness was positive in green points and negative in orange points. Darker colour represents greater
absolute value of robustness.
5.2 Predator-Prey Model
In the second case study we analyse the predator-prey model [23, 30], which attains oscillating behaviour
for a wide variety of parameters. We use a variant of the Lotka-Volterra model represented by the
following ordinary differential equations:
dX
dt
= νX−αXY dY
dt
= αXY −µY
The model simulates a situation where a prey species X is hunted by a predator species Y with the
simplifying assumption that predator birth rate and prey death rate are equal and proportional to the
probability of prey and predator contact, and thus to the product of both species populations. We use the
following coefficients: prey natality (ν), predator mortality (µ) and predation rate (α). Typical behaviour
of this models constitutes periodic oscillations (see Figure 3b).
We consider perturbation of two aforementioned coefficients, ν and α , and compute robustness with
respect to two properties specified by the following formulae:
ψ1 = G[0,300] ∗F[0,100] (X ≥ Y ∗)
ψ2 = G[0,300]
(
X ≥ 1∧Y ≥ 1∧F[0,50] ∗
(
F[0,75] (X∗−X ≥ 25)∧F[0,75] (X−X∗ ≥ 25)
))
The property ψ1 requires that for each time point t ∈ [0,300], there is a subsequent time point t ′ ∈
[t, t + 100] such that population of prey in t ′ is greater than population of predators in t. According to
Definition 3.1 its corresponding robustness can be expressed as follows:
ρ(ϕ,s) = min
t∈[0,300]
max
t ′∈[t,t+100]
X [t ′]−Y [t]
2
L. Brim et al. 33
where X [t ′] and Y [t] denote values of s associated with given species at given time. The robustness value
is maximized with respect to t ′ and minimized with respect to t, therefore, it uses maximal values of both
X and Y . Consequently, this property can be interpreted as maximum population of prey being greater
then maximum population of predators (restricted to given intervals).
Formula ψ2 is based on the similar principle. While rejecting aberrant behaviour where population
of one of the species drops below one individual, intuitively, it requires that there always is time in
the future when population of prey can increase or decrease by 25 individuals, which is stated by the
subformula F[0,50] ∗
(
F[0,75] (X∗−X ≥ 25)∧F[0,75] (X−X∗ ≥ 25)
)
. Therefore, ψ is satisfied when the
difference between maximal and minimal prey population is greater than 50 and the associated robustness
is proportional to this difference. Again, we have avoided use of the extreme property, which would
adversely affect robustness value.
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Figure 5: Robustness of predator-prey model with respect to ψ1 (left) and ψ2 (right) for variable prey
natality and predation rate. Robustness was positive in green points and negative in orange points. Darker
colour represents greater absolute value of robustness.
Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 5. Here, we should point out that small prey natality
produced behaviour where predator population approached zero and period of oscillations was greatly
increased. For such behaviour, intervals used in ψ1 and ψ2 were shorter than one period.
Apparently, satisfaction of ψ1 is not affected by predation rate. More interestingly, when prey natality
increases, predator population exceeds that of prey (see Figure 5 (left)). Figure 5 (right) shows that
amplitude of prey population oscillation is affected by both prey natality and predation rate.
The above results have been confirmed by simulation.
5.3 Performance
Performance of robustness analysis is summarized in Table 1. All results have been obtained by executing
the algorithm implementation on a 4 core 2 GHz CPU with 4 GB RAM. Each computation has been
arranged into 8 threads. For each analysis we have set an optimal resolution of the trajectories (number
of simulated points). The number of simulated trajectories has been bounded by the number of refinement
iterations in the Parasim parameter space sampling procedure.
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It is worth noting that all analysed properties consist only of F and G operators for which the proce-
dure is optimized by employing Lemire queues in the same way as proposed in [10]. This is based on an
optimal streaming algorithm for computing maxima (resp. minima) of a numerical sequence and allows
to reduce the quadratic complexity wrt formula size to linear.
Property (model) formula size # trajectories # points per a trajectory time
ϕ1 (SIR) 2 250 500 8.6 s
ϕ2 (SIR) 6 1365 1000 15.2 s
ψ1 (Predator-Prey) 4 831 400 85.4 s
ψ2 (Predator-Prey) 12 1293 423 309.4 s
Table 1: Performance of the robustness computation measured on the prototype implementation.
The increase in computation time in the case of ψ1 is caused by longer time intervals quantifying the
temporal operators. Computation of the property ψ2 has been slowed down due to insufficient memory.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have set up a robustness measure for a value-freezing extension of STL. The robustness
of a signal with respect to a given STL* property is based on the distance of the signal from signals
violating the property. We have introduced a measure that is proved to fulfil requirements imposed on
robustness measures as defined in [14]. This guarantees that the robustness measure is defined correctly.
We have derived the algorithm for STL* robustness computation from the discrete robustness and imple-
mented it as an extension of the tool Parasim [12].
Some of the properties from case studies required comparison of signal values at near frozen time
points. Robustness of such properties is typically small. This is only natural as such properties represent
stricter requirements on signals. However, this feature may also constitute a detriment for tools such as
Parasim, which use robustness to direct perturbation set sampling. This is the exact case of analysed SIR
model and property ϕ2. It must be noted, though, that this problem is encompassed by the much broader
issue of meaningful property design.
In [14] the authors quantify error in robustness value caused by the approximate computation. We
have not yet explored this possibility for STL* robustness measures and leave this for future work.
However, results in [14] imply this error is inversely proportional to the rate of input signal sampling.
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